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Next Run No: 1998
Date: 19/11/2018
Start: Clearbrook
On Down: White Thorn
Hares: Pist N Broke, Pimp & Scupper Sucker
Scribe: Hopefully there will be one.

This hash was brought to you by the

word

Well, slurry to

be precise!

Despite Halloween being the week before, as Windy climbed
on his tractor he promised that there may well be tricks or
treats in store. How intriguing…
Strict instructions were given to go ROUND
the ploughed field so off we all went (Apart
from Racey - the hare, and Sausage Pincher
who outrageously short-cutted ACROSS the
field), we arrived at RG. The longs turned up
after the shorts with the exception of Omen and Scrotey who had apparently
taken themselves off on their own hash enjoying the countryside by night.
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Waiting with anticipation, hearing the noise of fireworks from
all around but unable to see any, we were then astounded
with a fireworks display (at least three rockets were counted)
that clearly will be in competition to win the fireworks
competition in

Plymouth next

year.

Fortunately,

Windy

managed not to set fire to himself in the process.
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remarked “All my shit
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through

And as we all know

there

Whilst this was going

on the Longs were hashing

across a field which

had been freshly covered

with knee deep slurry.

Maybe this was also C/O

Well laid… I suspect

this may be the ‘Trick’

is

plenty

there”.
of

it…

windy referred to.
It transpires that Stopcock needs to tone down his manliness.
All the shorts and some of the longs managed to successfully go
through the rather unstable kissing gate, Not stopcock, why go
through the gate when you can push it down and go over it!
Being the responsible person he is, in response to this situation
he left it and ran off leaving it to the willing band of merry
men – Dodo, Ernie, Windy and Wobbly to repair the
destroyed gate. Whether it still remains standing might be another matter…..
In the pub we were crammed into the bar, personal space was invaded with
lots of inadvertent (allegedly) groping whilst trying to manoeuvre. Naughty
boy was being a clumsy boy. Sacrilege indeed as he spilt his beer and then
minutes later he threw his chips on the floor. 10 second rule – scraped up
and back into their plate, fortunately Ruby was at the other side of the bar at
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the time otherwise im confident she would have helped clear them up.
Reports were received of the Dartmoor Runners big
adventure to Bodmin Moor where Racey tried her
hand at Bog Snorkelling. Wobbly was up to his waist
so Racey was lucky to survive.
The absence of the Plympton Tarts was noted – could this have been a
strategic move to avoid having to clean the grog bucket….

Warning - Amidst the Brexit negotiations, the TVH3 cobra committee has
met and discussed the budget. With consultation the current financial status in
line with projected expenses and inflation this brings serious consequences for
the future budget. Ok, im talking Sh*t ill get to the point…
Basically, in a nutshell, we need to put the weekly price up from £1 to £2
with effect from 19/11/2018. Unfortunately with reduced hasher numbers
and inflation since the last increase many years ago it needs to go up to keep
the hash viable in order to still be able to continue as we are with providing
trophies and activities such as the heavily subsidised posh frocks etc.
Although the committee understands this may be a controversial decision we
would hope that all hashers understand that it has not been made lightly and
is essential for the future.
N.B. £2 to be paid per hash in UK sterling money. Unfortunately we are not in
a position to accept Euros, any other currency or, particularly at this time of
year, chocolate coins!
On the same note could all hares please check the money when its handed in
please!
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Congratulations to the Argles and Ames’s family’s for fine performances in the
recent OMM and Hurricane for completing the Cornish Marathon.

Dates for your diary..
3rd December – 2000th hash – Start from Five ways @ Whitchurch GR
506,735– On Down The Bedford Hotel – where the hash started many many
years ago.. Please invite all hashers past and present to come for a run (hash),
walk or just to the pub. Small hash menu and comprehensive normal menu
available.
February 2019 (Ish) Quiz night
16th March 2019 – Posh Frocks – Location and theme TBC
April 2019 – France and Lake district weekends

Ending on a lighter note
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